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Managing Conflict
Whilst all relationships contain conflict, the difference between “Masters” and “Disasters” is how the conflict is
managed. With the use of some basic skills, we can manage the conflicts in our relationship better. For many of us,
these are simple skills that we have often used but have forgotten to use with our partners, yet we often use them
with strangers or colleagues as we want to convey respect or manners and are aware that different boundaries exist.
Soft Start-Up
 Complaining not blaming: no matter who is “wrong”; e.g., “Hey, the kitchen is a mess. We agreed we’d keep it
tidy. I’m annoyed with this” not “you still haven’t cleaned the kitchen you lazy #!?**#”.
 “I” not “You”: “I” is less critical; e.g., “I think we should save more money” not “you waste money all the time”.
 Feeling not accusing: you might feel valued and heard; e.g., “I feel misunderstood” not “You are not listening”.
 Describe not exaggerate: helps to keep calm and less accusatory; e.g., “I seem to be minding the baby on my own
today. I’m exhausted. Will you help more please?” not “You never watch the baby. You don’t care about us”.
 Polite not impolite: respect and affection can still exist despite there being conflict; e.g., adding phrases like
“please” and “I appreciate when you…” helps to maintain relationship warmth and emotional connection as does
acknowledging such politeness, e.g., “thanks”, “you’re welcome”, “that’s nice to hear”.
 Here and now not there and then: Don’t store things up; e.g. giving a list of issues that happened over the years is
likely unhelpful to the conflict today. Avoiding issues adds to our lists; resolve when you can, yet sometimes we
need to “strike when the iron is cold” because when emotionally overwhelmed we don’t really hear the other.
Six Principles
•Arguments invariably start and end with similar themes and feelings, and can reduce positivity.
•Raising issues softly improves conflcit and relationship happiness; harshly, disimproves, rarely resolves, and hard to turn around.
Soften Start•Easier to start soft when there is connection emotionally, communicating, etc.
Up

Accept
Influence

•Genuinely express agreement with at least some of what other says. Remain true to yourself, your partner, and the relationship.
•Show willingness to compromise. Accept being wrong as well as right.
•Open up to and show a new (or old) understanding of the meaning of your partner.

•Keep verbal/non-verbal communication healthy and focussed., e.g., expressions, appreciation, and/or the need and desire to calm.
•Move towards partner’s position, stop hostility, seek forgiveness, accept responsibility, accept “gifts”, e.g., a touch, smile, apology.
Repair and
De-escalate •Conveying to the other, “You are important. What you say, think, and feel is important. We’ll get through this.”

Dreams,
Beliefs,
Feelings

•Recognise that each other’s position is influenced by dreams, beliefs, and/or feelings.
•Respectfully explore each other’s positions; take turns asking questions and truly hear answers.
•Avoid correcting, manipulating, and problem-solving.

•Conflict can overwhelm or flood us, emotionally and physically. We might feel victimised or wronged and outraged accordingly.
•Generally, conflict increases our heart rate, sweating, and breathing. Ìn such circumstances, productive conversation is unlikely; as
Self-soothe such, it might be necessary to stop talking to soothe, e.g., time out, a walk, breathe exercise, and/or other relaxation techniques.

•Create a joint way of thinking: perhaps create a third resolution out of the two positions. Yield to Win; Give to Get.
•Compromise where possible, negotiate, and identify that which is non-negotiable to help keep your core values intact and your
Compromise needs respected and fulfilled.

Based on work of John Gottman (1999)

